
Mohammed: Broke his front teeth playing ultimate frisbee in highschool.

Eden: never been out of the country

Olivia: I have 8 siblings

Story:

It was late July, and both Olivia and Eden were getting ready for their flight. Eden had

never traveled out of the country before and was nervous about flying, so Olivia promised her

that she would come with her. However, Olivia had eight siblings, and her parents told her she

needed to find someone to watch her siblings if she wanted to go on this trip. Luckily for Olivia

though, her friend Mohammed offered to help and said that he could watch her siblings every

day for the whole week until they came back.

While they were waiting for Mohammed to arrive, Olivia made sure everything was

packed, and that they had their newly ordered passports, and they started moving their bags into

Eden’s car. Mohammed was supposed to come over in the afternoon after his ultimate frisbee

game at school and keep watch until Olivia’s parents made it home to take over.

Once the car was packed, Olivia received a text from Mohammed that said he would be a

little late and that they should start driving to the airport. Olivia and Eden drove quickly,

realizing they could miss their flight.

Once they were at the airport, Olivia checked her phone to see that she had five missed

calls from Mohammed. She called her friend to see what was up (he was probably just locked out

of her house) but was confused when it wasn’t Mohammed who picked up. It was one of

Mohammed’s teammates instead, and he sounded distraught. He explained to Olivia how they

were playing against a reckless team, and that Mohammed took a frisbee head-on and broke his



two front teeth. Mohammed was being rushed to the ER and had asked his teammate to call

Olivia and tell her that he wouldn’t be able to get there to watch her siblings.

Just as the call ended, Olivia received a text from her parents, they explained that they

were coming home early tonight and that Mohammed didn’t have to come today.

Olivia had promised Eden that she would accompany her on her flight abroad, but her

friend, who had promised her that he would watch her siblings and insisted that she go on the

trip, was currently at the ER without his front teeth. Olivia wasn’t sure what to do or say. If it

wasn’t for Mohammed, Olivia wouldn’t have gotten permission to go on this trip; and, if Olivia

canceled then Eden would have to face her fear of flying alone, even though Olivia had promised

she would help her. The drastic turn of events seemed impossible, Olivia was confused about

how everything could get ruined so quickly.

Olivia was saved by her parents returning home early today, but tomorrow there would be

no one to watch her siblings. Sure, Mohammed could recover in a day or two and watch over her

siblings as he promised, but could Olivia ask him to do that? Is it right for Olivia to even go on

the trip knowing that her friend was hurt and in the ER?


